(601111) Introduction to Law (3 credit hours) Prerequisite: (None);

This subject is considered to be a general and obligatory introduction that studies the science of law. The first section deals with the general theory of law, namely defining law, its gradual development, specifications, basics, sections, resources, interpretation and its practice. The second section deals with the general theory of the right in terms of defining the right, its people, locations, usage and the protection decided for it.

(601121) Principles of Commercial Law (3 credit hours) Prerequisite: (601111):

1. The general principles in commercial law and to what extent it is influenced by globalization in addition to its importance for other specialties such accounting, business management and others.
2. The theory of commercial process and the practical results due to its practice in reality.
3. Commercial contracts concerning road transport, commercial mediation (brokerage, commercial representation, commission).
4. The merchant: conditions and professional commitments.
5. Commercial building.

(602152) Public International Law I (3 credit hours) Prerequisite: (601111):

This subject aims to define the public international law and the reason behind its obligation in addition to its resources and relationship with other laws. It aims also at studying countries and international organizations in terms of elements and types of countries rights and duties, responsibility of the country and its disappearance, the subject aiming also at studying regional, continental and world organizations.

(602171) Constitutional Law I (3 credit hours) Prerequisite: (601111):

This subject aims at studying the general theory of the constitutional law and defining it with its terminology and practicing its rules in addition to defining the constitution in terms of terminology, form and its relationship with other laws. And studying the resources of the written and non written constitutional base and the types of constitutions, the ways they are put, the sublime of constitutions and the ways of controlling the constitutionality of laws then modifying constitutions and how are constitutional laws put on ground then the development of constitutional life in Bahrain.

(602131) Administrative Law I (3 credit hours) Prerequisite: (601111):

This subject is about defining administrative law, how its connected to the constitutional law, Other laws and science of public administration including its independence, foundation, basics, characterizations and its speciation. It also studies the administrative regulation and moral theory of people, its types, centralization, decentralization then the administrative concentration and to what extent that is put on the ground in Bahrain. It also studies the administrative activities in terms of public facilities and its types, how they are managed, the administrative control and its types, its boards and symptoms, the limits of authorities related to the administrative control, censorship on them and how that can be exercised by the law of Bahrain.
(602161) Public Penal Law (3 credit hours) Prerequisite: (601111):

The purpose of this subject is to define the penalties law, its aims and development, then to define a crime and its types including all its details and the participation in it without forgetting the reasons behind it. Also to study criminal penalties and types of objectionable regulations.

(601112) Sources of Obligation (3 credit hours) Prerequisite: (601111):

It is about what is called in the Bahraini civil law “Resources of personal rights” in a general introduction, this subject deals with defining civil law and its different topics in addition to the basics of its general directions. After that, it studies the resources of commitment and willingness. So, it deals with the study connected to the contract and its definition, its details, conditions, effects, interpretation, its truthfulness, disappearance, and then it studies the individual willingness as a general resource for commitment, the promise for a reward as the most remarkable practice for the theory of individual willingness. After that, it studies the non volunteer resources which are: harmful deeds (illegal actions), namely the responsibility of the individual for his owns actions and others actions too, studying efficient deeds. (Wealth without reason) as a general basis, studying preferences and paying what is not required which is considered as a practice for the theory of being wealthy without reason. And finally, studying law as a direct resource for commitment.

(601213) Rules of Obligation (3 credit hours) Prerequisite: (601112):

This subject is interested in studying the commitment rules which is called in Bahrain’s civil law “Right’s Effect”. It also deals with commitment’s effect which means its obligatory or optional execution and the legal ways to protect the execution. After that, it studies the characterization of commitment in terms of conditions, deadline, diversity of location, argumentation of commitment in Bahrain law; and finally, it studies the disappearance of commitments.

(601214) Nominated Contracts (Sale and Rent) (3 credit hours) Prerequisite: (601213):

This subject generally studies named contracts especially the two most important contracts which are should be: sale and rent. So, it studies them in terms of characterization and how to differentiate between them and the contracts which are not named in addition to adapting contracts, how the purchase contract is formed then if the purchase is following a sample or experiment, to study the obligations of both the vendor and purchaser and whatever is connected to them. Then it studies few types of sales such as heritage, selling other’s ownership, then it studies the lease agreement. (Details, conditions and obligations) Finally, it studies Bahrain’s law of owners and leaseholders since it’s a special exceptional law which is followed for the rent of estates in the Kingdom of Bahrain.

(601425) Insurance Contracts and Guarantee Contracts (3 credit hours) Prerequisite: (601214):

First, **Insurance** contract. This subject shows the meaning of insurance and its definition. It explains its legal specification because it is considered to be among the seductive contracts. It shows insurance types such as air, land and maritime insurance in damages and insurance on individual, and that insurance on damages is divided into items and civil responsibility. How the insurance contract is well studied legally and practically speaking. It also studies the insurance certificate, it’s date, interpretation and the attached certificate of insurance plus its effects.
Studying the different parts of the insurance contract, the obligations of each partner, dangers which are insured against, the amount of insurance and the ending of the insurance contract. Second, Guarantee Contract. A sponsorship contract is considered a personal insurance contract, so it is interested in studying this contract. Defining sponsorship and its specifications, achieved sponsorship, limited sponsorship, self sponsorship and then the effects of sponsorship and its expiry.

(601315) Labor Law and Social Securities (3 credit hours) Prerequisite: (601213):

It’s general introduction which concerns labor laws, in terms of its definition, importance, development, how it is internationally organized, the resources of its independence and the margin of its application. Then it studies a personal labor contract, namely its sections, how it was held, its period (duration) and its effects then studying the legal organization for relationships concerning group work and basically group work agreements and labor syndicates, regulation of group work conflicts, social security law which guarantees worker’s rights. The focus is on the special basics dealing with types of insurances which are followed in the Kingdom. (Elderly people- incapacity- death- work injury- sources of financing these types of insurance).

(601416) Real Rights (3 credit hours) Prerequisite: (601214):

This subject is interested in studying original corporeal rights, it deals with the ownership rights, how to protect them, restrictions imposed on them, types of ownership and basically what concerns open ownership and the reasons of its foundation, how types of ownerships are different then using and exploiting the money without registered sources, studying these types of open ownership, after that reasons of winning ownership is studied, derived rights from the right of ownership which is the right of getting benefits and the usage right, residence, exploitation and it’s also interested in studying corporeal rights, insurance mortgage, the privilege rights including the special privilege rights which concern the estate.

(602165) Criminology and Punishments (3 credit hours) Prerequisite: (None):

This subject gives an idea about defining criminology and its topics (the crime, the criminal) its different schools, its also a definition of punishment science, its objectives and schools, their development, and to what extent each one is related to other sciences, studying the criminal behavior in terms of factors and treatment, the ways of struggling, against crime and treatment of criminal behavior (punishment) reserved regulation, preventing the crime.

(601417) Private International Law (3 credit hours) Prerequisite: (601213):

It defines the private international law and its sources plus the conflict of laws (the law specialized in relations which contain strong element), adaptation, obstacles to execute the foreign law, the bases of personal statute, corporeal circumstances, obligations, responsibility, the opposition between the international judiciary specialty with the statement of the international judiciary specialty connected to the courts of Bahrain in addition to the question of foreign sentences executions and also the decisions issued by the concerned establishments.

(601442) Evidence and Execution Law (Procedures) (3 credits) Prerequisite: (601341):
This subject contains defining evidence law and the study of legal systems in evidence, studying procedural and objective bases of evidence different proofs of evidence (writing, witness, swearing, admitting, experience, seeing). It defines also the law of procedure and its legal development, studying the administration of the procedure and those who are in charge studying the dispute in execution, ways of execution on the debtor’s money, his person and the ways of distributing the amount of execution.

(601323) Companies and Bankruptcy (3 credit hours) Prerequisite: (601112):

This subject contains two parts. The first section is about commercial companies; first it studies its development in terms of its specifications, foundation, management, dissolution and clearance. The second section is about bankruptcy, namely its conditions, sentence, effects, the management of his belongings, the body who issued the bankruptcy, land compromise preventing bankruptcy.

(601324) Commercial Documents and Banking Transactions (3 credit hours) Prerequisite: (601323):

This subject is composed of two sections. The first one is about commercial papers; it gives an idea about commercial papers, their development, specifications, history, unifying banking law and especially promissory notes, cheques in terms of conditions and other sentences that are related to each one of them. And the second section is about operations of commercial banks. It starts by showing the importance of banks in economic life, the commercial description in banking operations, after that, it studies accountancy and banking facilities and especially deposits, current account, banking remittance (remittance) and especially banking guarantees and sponsorships.

(601325) Commercial Maritime Law (3 credit hours) Prerequisite: (601121):

This subject is interested in the study of maritime commercial law. It gives an idea about its definition, its topic, its specification, history and resources. It studies the legal of the ship in terms of its definition, ownership, attached ocular rights, how it is confiscated and studying the ship crew and especially the owner, freight agent and the captain, their responsibilities, studying the contract which gives the right to exploit the ship, transport contract, rent and maritime purchases which lead to the study of maritime contracts, assistance maritime accident and finally studying the maritime insurance contract.

(602263) Crimes Against Property (3 credit hours) Prerequisite: (602262):

This subject is stated by giving a general idea about crimes against property, defining and classifying them. Then it gives a detailed study about most important crimes which are more spread in society such as different types of stealing, cheating in general, issuing cheques without provisions and dishonesty.

(602254) Public International Law II (3 credit hours) Prerequisite: (602152):

This subject provides a study about public international ownership such as rivers, seas, air and it studies also international relationships in terms of bodies and means. International disputes and their regulations then, finally it studies how to be neutral.

(602262) Crimes Against Persons (3 credit hours) Prerequisite: (602161):
This study is detailed introduction which concerns some crimes related to the individual’s right of life such as crimes of different types of killing, circumstances and also the safety of his body, different types of annoyance. This study is also about moral crimes, principle, values such as adultery, extortion.

(602264) Public Finance and Taxation (3 credit hours) Prerequisite: (602233):

This subject gives an idea about finance science plus principles and modern directions for the general finance and studying the state’s finance including expenses, general income especially taxations, general loans, the general budget of the state and also taxes on income in Bahrain.

(602272) Constitutional Law II (3 credit hours) Prerequisite: (602171):

This subject contains a definition about a state, its parts, specification, the theories which explain the sovereignty of a state, types of states in terms of types and foundations - studying the origins of the state, its establishment, the nature of authority in that state, the theories which appeared to explain that in addition to both the development and traditional roles to satisfy the needs of the group. It contains also elements which form a legal state and their execution in the constitution of Bahrain without forgetting to study the government and its various interpretations, types of government, means to assist government’s democracy, non democracy, and mixed. It also gives a study about types of democracy in terms of people’s participation in the governing authorities, the inter relationships, the development of authorities fields and their purposes, intellectual doctrines which gives their own interpretation for that. It deals also with the centre of individuals, their general freedom equality, political parties, and the execution of all what have been mentioned in Bahrain’s political life.

(602233) Administrative Law II (3 credits hours) Prerequisite: (602131):

This subject is a detailed study about public officers in Bahrain’s legislation; it is also concerned with public finance its system, how it is protected, usage of public money, ways of obtaining it, study of the financial administrative authority, legal actions in terms of administrative decisions and contracts. In addition to the privileges of the administrative authority in terms of the estimating authority, the right of direct execution, taking private ownership for the public welfare.

(602431) Administrative Judicial System (3 credits hours) Prerequisite: (602233):

This subject contains defining the systems of judiciary control on public administration actions, studying the principle of legality, the way it is executed, public administration submission to the law. It also studies the written / not written resources of legality, comparing the principle of legality through studying the authority’s estimation, the theory of the exceptional circumstances, and sovereignty actions theory case of cancellation in Bahrain’s law. In addition that the formal conditions which are known as conditions of accepting the complaint, objective conditions known as cancellation reasons, studying the complaints compensation, the states responsibility and the execution of that in Bahrain.

(660000) Intellectual Ownership (3 credit hours) Prerequisite: (601213):

This subject is studying the Intellectual property such as ensuing, concept, area and than studying the Intellectual property rights importance, the Intellectual property rights protection, and than search about
legal conditions for Intellectual property rights, international legal organizing for Intellectual property rights, traps agreement, updates of intellectual property laws, finally this subject defining issue of arising the Arabic creating.

(601341) Law of Civil Procedures (3 credits hours) Prerequisite: (601112):
This subject defines the law of the origins related to civil procedures, its development, resources and its relation with other laws. Studying the judiciary system in terms of forming courts and the degrees of judges, bases of specialty, studying the complaint theory, procedures of the dispute, then studying the Judiciary judgment and how to object (veto).

(602442) Law of Criminal Procedures: (3 credit hours) Prerequisite: (602263):
It is an introduction about defining origins of penal procedures, studying the public case in terms of its partners, conditions and the reason of its cancellation, studying specialty, cancellation, confirmation (evidence) studying penal procedures during the period of investigation and bringing proofs and finally studying the penal procedures and the ways to object against them.

(602800) Internship (0 credits) Prerequisite: (None ):
Internship for students in the Associate Bachelor in Law. This course aims to employ theoretical knowledge received by students in real life practices, and to acquire practical experience in order to assist Law students in the discovery of difficulties and obstacles that may face them as they enter the Law Fields.

B. Optional Specialization Requirements (6) credit hours.

(701115) Introduction to Islamic Law (3 credit hours) Prerequisite: (None ):
This subject defines Islamic law as source of jurisdiction with a brief study for the resources of Islamic law. It is also a general study of some interpretation theories and especially the contract theory, ownership, finance, borders and punishments science related to the origins of jurisdiction interpretation.

(701210) Fundamentals of Islamic Jurisprudence (3 credit hours) Prerequisite: (701115):
This subject gives an idea about the origins of jurisdiction interpretation, its topics, its establishment and the difference between the basics of interpretations and science of origins. It also deals with the legal law, original proofs, and the ways which are followed to obtain a legal rule from these laws. It’s interested also in the meanings of words in brief and sections, conditions of interpretation.

(701212) Law of Personal Status I (3 credit hours) Prerequisite: (701115):
This subject is about laws of marriage, divorce in Islamic interpretation and laws. It explains the concept of marriage, its rules and wisdom, initials, marriage contract in terms of concept, conditions, words and sections in addition to the ways of separating the couple and if the woman wants to dissolve her marriage to get rid of her husband plus the sentences.
(701312) Law of Personal Status II (3 credit hours) Prerequisite: (701212):

This subject is about defining legacies, heritage wills and prevention to get benefits from any property. It deals with the concept of legacy and the rights which are attached to it. Legality of heritage, conditions, reasons and obstacles. In addition to those who get profits from the heritage. The concept of wills, legality, conditions, its transparency, how to get benefits from the money which is not distributed yet, who is in charge of supervising that finance which is not distributed to the concerned people and the expiry date of confiscation.

C. Optional Requirements of Specialization (6) credit hours.

(02280) Commercial Arbitration (3 credits hours) Prerequisite: (601341):

The study this subject defines the arbitration system in terms of its definition, knowing its types, function, advantage and disadvantage for local and international arbitration system. Also defines the limits of applications in date and time, defines for local and international arbitration, knowing the deferent types my be like it, the agreement of arbitration , condition of valid, legal effects, which should be followed to stop conflicts through arbitration , performing of arbitrators , arbitration place, the law must be applicant for the procedures of arbitration, time to be again it , obstacles for procedures of arbitration, the way of doing the arbitration judgment, defining the law must be applicant for the subject of arbitration , the reasons of canceling the arbitration judgment and exclusive it.

(601283) Legal Terminology in English and French (3 credit hours) Prerequisite: (102102):

It studies the legal terminology in English and French which are synonyms of legal terminology in Arabic, First as terms then through legal contexts in the field of defining law and its sections, defining obligation and its different resources.

(601329) Law of International Trade (3 credit hours) Prerequisite: (601121):

This subject deals with defining international commercial law and its people, the authorized companies, writing international commercial contracts, studying international agreements interested in international commerce such as minted nations agreement concerning international purchase of goods, international trade organizations, international commercial compromises.

(602364) Crimes Against the State (3 credit hours) Prerequisite: (602161):

This subject concerns studying crimes on exterior state security such as betrayal, crimes which are related to international law, espionage, contacting the enemy for illegal objective, distorting the states prestige and the national dignity. It also deals with interior security such as crimes on the constitution, political authority, and sedition, terrorism, distorting the national unity and distorting the financial position of the state.

(601384) Legal Studies in English or French (3 credit hours) Prerequisite: (102102):
This subject deals with general legal topics in English or in French of special law, especially the law of International trade.

(602236) Environment Law (3 credit hours) Prerequisite: (602131):

This subject is about defining environment, its foundation, the development of its law, its definition, its resources; it also deals with environmental balance. How to protect it in addition to the penalties once these conditions are distorted and local, regional and international cooperation to protect the environment, in addition to the legal bases, administrative bodies which are in change of protecting the environment and fighting pollution.

(602266) Legal Medicine (3 credit hours) Prerequisite: (602262):

It defines legal medicine, how to be helped by legal doctors, medical laboratories for investigation and sentences, understanding the content of medical reports, the ability to discuss them, showing the judiciary deaths and their anatomy, injuries, drowning, suffocation and other accidents following scientific ways for the sake of justice.

(602452) International Organization (3 credit hours) Prerequisite: (602254):

This subject is about the development of the idea concerning the international organization and the efforts performed to reinforce its bases, objectives, and it also defines the legal personality of the international organization, its effects and the legal value of its decisions and giving an idea about the unity of nations and the focus on the united nations, showing its purposes, and studying all regional organizations.

(602436) Law of Nationality and Aliens Status (Foreigners) (3 credits) Prerequisite: (601417):

This subject is studying the idea of general theory of nationality and its development, the nature of nationality law and its place among other laws. It also deals with the nationality position between national law and the international one and the positive with the negative dispute between nationalities, evidence of nationality in addition to studying the laws of nationality in Bahrain, its execution, studying foreigners centre in the interior law of Bahrain, plus the international law and the comparison.

(601119) History of Law(3 credit hours) Prerequisite: (None):

It studies society and how it is formed. How the idea of law was established development of legal systems (Family, jurisdiction, ownership, marriage, contract) reviewing old laws (old Iraq, Roman laws) famous legal documents, different jurisdictions, basically Islamic laws then the modern legal laws (Latin, Anglo-Saxon, German).

(402101) Principles of Management (1) (3 credit hours) Prerequisite: (None):

This course aims to define the student the basic concepts of management, and areas and features and principles, and doctrines, schools with a detailed explanation of the basic management functions (planning, organization, direction, control).
(602281) Electronic Transaction Law (3 credit hours) Prerequisite: (601341):

This subject is studying the defining of Bahrain Electronic Transaction law, throw that defining E-Commerce, E-Contracts, the ways of dealing E-Contracts, forming of E-Contracts, affirmatives, acceptance, time, place of dealing E-Contract. The law must be using on E-Contracts, the judging specialty on international EContracts.

It also studying The condition must be in electronic documents. The way of protected E-Contracts, legal evidence for electronic documents and digital signature.

(602282) Public Administrative (3 credit hours) Prerequisite: (602131):

This subject is studying the defining of public administrative, independence it, government and administrative art in policy and Islamic systems the way to making the decision, governing, equaling in obligations and rights. The administrative systems in the coeval states, the administrative governing, specialization and the deferent kinds. It also defining the framework to studying the public administrative, the administrative such as art and science, the consulting in making the decision, the governing in Islamic. Administrative striping, such as defining, elements, kinds, influent effective and situation of the coeval states.

(602283) Execution Law (3 credit hours) Prerequisite: (601341):

This subject is studying the one part of privet law department is execution, which is legal basic the same basic of the litigation right, its built on no one can take his right by his salve but by the specialist authority such as judging authority and than execution courts to know the ways, the rules, the determined legal procedures must be have to execute the judgment by the supervision the judge of execution court though the law of civil procedures rules in kingdom of Bahrain. So that studying shall show the specialist authority which executes the judgment in kingdom of Bahrain law, also defining which kinds of judgment can execute them, papers, execution partners, execution subject, execution procedures and the ways of appealed for the execution judgment.

(602284) Economic and Electronic Crimes (3 credit hours) Prerequisite: (602263):

This subject is studying the kinds defining, legal nature, difficult to proving them. the defining of the electronic crimes, studying some crimes which done via the Internet, crimes against copy rights, illegal used from the credit cards, defining the judging specialization in the electronic crimes, crimes of the curse and slander which done via the Internet, assault of the special life, sexual offences crimes for children via the Internet, and then it studies economic crimes, such as money laundry, banknotes, damages to the local economy and the ways to stop them. It also studying the rules of computer crime investigation.

(170100) Scientific Research Methodologies (3 credits Hours) Prerequisite (None):

The decided course is in the collage which offers this subject.

(602285) Estates Legislation (3 credit hours) Prerequisite: (601214):
This subject is studying an introduction of estate ownership law in terms of ownership right and the estates which can be owned by both local citizens and foreigners owning building units still under construction special guarantees given to the residential units purchaser, defining estate financing accord and its specifications, partners involved in the financing estate contract, ways to protect the investor and the decided guarantees to protect the financial sponsor in order to return back the financing value. and than studying the rant contract so that parts, conditions, obligations of each other lesser and lessor . Finally studying Bahrain rant and owners laws describing exceptional private law which is applicable on states rant in kingdom of Bahrain.

(601342) Private Law Application (3 credit hours) Prerequisite: (601341):

This subject is studying principles of practical applications, through analysis the judgment, comment, how to solve the legal issue, trials technique, principles of lawyer technique. It also containing practical applications of civil and commercial basics, such as conflict between trials laws and anther laws, judging specialty, urgent judging, beginning the law suit, proceeding judgment, appeal in it. It also evidence applications , private international law applications , civil law applications , judging applications for lawsuit official forms, the execution form, appeal form and supreme official form .

(602443) Public Law Application (3 credit hours) Prerequisite: (602442):

This subject is studying practical basics of the criminal judging technique, defining student by the actual practical to solve issues, make a design, thought studying lawsuits facts, legal conditioning of lawsuit facts, determining the curt which is specialization of lawsuit, determining, evaluation the lawsuit evidence and release of criminal judgment. Viewing basics information in assistant criminal sciences, the methodizing and basics of practical search, analysis the types of criminal judgment, exactions practical of criminal cases, in penal law (public and private), law of criminal procedures, trials, judgment, appeal it. Finally solving the exactions criminal cases, will be judges, public claims, lawyers, court bailiff, witnesses, the way of doing the trials, in the college training curt and realize the judgment.

D. Free Subjects (3 credit hours) Prerequisite: (None)

(3 credit hours) chosen by the student among the suggested subjects in the college, any other college at the university.

Master's Degree in Law

A. Department’s Compulsory Requirements – Course Descriptions

(607000) Basics of Scientific Research:

(a) Supervising and advising students on how to put a plan for research and how to go back to scientific references, Arabic and foreign, and how to get benefits from the internet, for instance, then how to analyses and prepare the results.
(b) Under the supervision of the subject’s teacher, the subject is chosen and the research topic is chosen from the list of topics suggested by a high studies committee in the college. (c) The research evaluation is through an open discussion in front of students. The deserved grade is put by the subject’s teacher at the end of each term.

(607001) Civil Law in Depth:

The studying syllabus of this subject needs two programs: A “general” program and a “special” program. The general program deals with studying the general theory of obligation in terms of resources, rules, proofs, studying purchase and rent contracts, agency, enterprise, whereas the special program contains a detailed study with analysis, comparisons of a topic which belongs to the “general” program such as the cancellation theory, civil responsibility and damages.

(607002) Commercial Law in Depth:

This subject requires two programs: A “general” program and a “special” one. The general programs deals with studying the rules of commercial law in general such as commercial actions, the merchant his obligations, commercial contracts bankruptcy, commercial papers, banking operations where as the special program collects a detailed study with analysis comparing it to one topic which belongs to the general program such as bankruptcy, commercial papers or banking operations.

(6013410) Law of Civil Procedures in Depth:

The syllabus of this subject contains two programs: A “general” and a “special” program. The general program contains the judiciary specialty and the accusation theory and its procedures, the theory of judiciary rules, the ways of objection against these sentences the procedures followed to execute these judiciary sentences in the institutions in charge, but the “special” program study is a detailed one with analysis of one topic which belongs to the general programs such as the theory of benefit in the case and the theory of judiciary sentence.

(6021610) Criminal Law in Depth:

This subject has two programs: A “general program and a “special” one. The general program deals with the general theory of crimes and punishments, partial responsibility, contribution to the crime, general rules of penal disputes and its procedures, evidence, ways to object the special program which contains an analyses study compared to one which belongs to the general program such as partial responsibility, contribution in the crime or criminal investigation.

(607003) Administrative Law in Depth:

The syllabus of this subject has two programs: A “general” program and a “special” program. The general program deals with general theories of the administrative law, organizing the administrative activities in terms of whether it is centralized or decentralized, organizing, and different types of activities, it also contains means of general administration, administrative decisions, and public finance. The special program contains an analytical and practical study which concerns one topic of the general program such as public position, administrative contract, and administrative decisions.
(6021710) Constitutional Law in Depth:

The syllabus of this subject has two programs a “general” program and “special” one. The general program deals with what is the constitutional law and the modern constitutional systems, the constitutional system in Bahrain and the international one chosen as a topic of constitutional laws. The special program deals with a topic which belongs to the general program such as monitoring the constitutionality of laws.

B. Department’s Elective Requirements - Course Descriptions

(607112) Original and Accessory Real Rights in Depth:

The studying syllabus of this subject contains two programmers: A “general“ program and a “special “one. The general program contains ownership right in general and the other derived rights, in addition to real rights. The special program contains a detailed and analytical study and it is compared to topic chosen from those which belong to the general program such as winning the ownership or the mortgage for insurance.

(607116) The Commercial Companies in Depth:

The syllabus of this subject contains two programs: A “general” and a “special” program. The general program contains a study about commercial companies through companies’ laws including foreign companies and recipient ones as well. In addition to common investment companies in terms of their formation, administration and integration. The special section contains a detailed and analytical study compared to a topic chosen from the general program: Company Contract, Joint Liability Company and other companies.

(607117) The Private International Law in Depth:

The study syllabus of this subject contains two programs. A “general” program and a “special” one. The general program contains studying the general theory concerning conflicts, in terms of conditions related to executing the conflict bases and its resources shown in assistant bases and its execution in the law of Bahrain in addition to foreign law bases. But, the special program deals with a conflict topic: public order, International law.

(607118) Maritime Law in Depth:

The syllabus of this subject contains a “general” program and a “special” one. The general law contains the legal law of the ship and all other related points such as privileges, mortgages, marine confiscation, and studying navigation pertain, accidents, and marine insurance. The special program contains a detailed and analytical study, a comparison, with a topic which concerns the general program such as marine navigation crew, marine accident, free on board (F.O.B), cost insurance freight (C.I.F) contracts, maritime mortgage contract and multiple ways of transferring.

(607113) E- Commerce Law in Depth:
The syllabus of this subject contains a “general” program and a “special” one. The general law contains studying the rules for Bahrain Electronic Commerce law it also studying the legal rules in general rules which related with E- Commerce. The special program contains a detailed and analytical study, a comparison, with a topic which concerns the general program such as application area of the Bahrain Electronic Commerce law, defining E- Contracts, specification, legal evidence for electronic documents and digital signature, Electronic agency roles in Electronic Commerce, protected Electronic consumer and the law must be using on E- Contracts.

(607212) Economic and Electronic Crimes in Depth:

The syllabus of this subject has two programs. A “general” program and a “special” one. The general program is a study of economic crimes such as money laundering, loan notes forgone, damaging national economy. The special program chooses one of the general programs’ topics to make a comparison such as money laundering, it also studying electronic crimes, kinds, natural legal and types of these crimes which related with economic crimes.

(607213) Public Finance Taxation in Depth:

This subject has a “general” program and a “special” one. The general program deals with the states expenses and its income, general budget, general effects, taxes, state income in terms of its private ownerships, taxes, fees, general loans, the budget of the state. The special program is a sort of a deep and analytical study and comparing one of the pre mentioned topics in the general section such as conflicts concerning incomes and customs.

(607115) Criminal Procedures in Depth:

This subject has a “general” program and a “special” one. The general program contains different kinds of accusation system, Bahrain legislative preview in this field, public case, when the crime began thought release the final judgment and also the ways to object it. The special program is a sort of a deep and analytical study and comparing one of the pre mentioned topics in the general section such as invalidity criminal theory, Bahrain legislative preview from invalidity procedures, invalidity public reasons, kinds, effectives, procedures of criminal investigation (inspection, experience, witnesses) criminal proving, criminal judgment and kinds.

(607114) Crimes Against Persons in Depth:

This subject has a “general” program and a “special” one. The general program contains crimes related to the individual’s right of life such as crimes of different types of killing, circumstances and also the safety of his body (injury), different types of annoyance. This study is also about moral crimes, principle, values such as adultery, rape, indecently. The special program is a sort of a deep and analytical study and comparing one of the pre mentioned topics in the general section such as indecently crimes, defining of the sexual freedom and action sexual penalty in the penal law.

(607223) Evidence Law in Depth:

This subject has “general” program and a “special” one. The general program is aim to defining the student important basics, rules, procedures which is basics of the evidence from the jurisprudence preview, in addition
that legal texts. The special program is a sort of a deep and analytical study and comparing one of the pre
mentioned topics in the general section such as study one evidence kind which is defining in the Evidence
law in kingdom of Bahrain.

(607229) Commercial Papers and Banking Operations in Depth:

The study syllabus of this subject contains a “general” program and a “special” one. The general program
contains a study of commercial papers in terms of its definition and unifying banking law, its specifications,
types (promissory notes, cheques, order notes) and also studying electronic promissory notes, smart card
second, the special program, it deals with commercial banks operations this study is detailed and analytical
for one of the special program topics due to the importance of banks in the economic life and its commercial
operations such as deposits, banking accounts, current accounts, a guarantee letter, a documentary
authorization and this is according to the decision of international commercial chamber (ICC) in Paris in its
publications number (500 for the year 1993- 600 for the year 2006).

(601131) Estates Legislation in Depth:

The study syllabus of this subject contains a “general” program and a “special” one. The general program
contain an introduction of estate ownership law in terms of ownership right and the estates which can be
owned by both local citizens and foreigners owning building units still under construction special guarantees
given to the residential units purchaser, defining estate financing accord and its specifications, partners
involved in the financing estate contract, ways to protect the investor and the decided guarantees to protect
the financial sponsor in order to return back the financing value.

(6072232) Constitutional Jurisdiction in Depth:

This subject has a “general” program and a “special” one. The general program is containing studying to
the constitutional jurisdiction in the forerunner states, in the each of United States of American and Europe
Union. This by knowing the starting of the constitutional jurisdiction in this states, history stages for it, ways
of choosing the judges in the constitutional courts. Advantage and impunities which judges had, specialists
of the constitutional courts in this states, such as check the laws and the tariffs. It also explains an abstruse
legal text. This subject contains judgment procedures of the constitutional lawsuits, the sentence, the sentence
powerful, comparing with the constitutional jurisdiction in GCC countries especially in kingdom of Bahrain,
Kuwait. This subject aims to feeding the students by the important legal information in the jurisdiction fields
which they need to know this kind of specialist jurisdiction.

(607116) International Commercial Arbitration in Depth:

The syllabus which is supposed to be studied is in two programs. A “general” program and a “special”
program. The general program is to study the arbitration system in terms of defining it and the knowledge of
its types, practical procedures which have to be followed to put an end to conflicts through arbitration.
The special program contains a detailed study for legal bases which have to be followed to put on and for
the conflict to be arbitrated and mentioning the means for the execution (national and foreigner).

(607214) Human International Law in Depth:
It has two programs. A “general” program and a “special” one. The general program is about studying general theories in human international law and executing some special rules which concern international law, as where the special program contains a detailed and analytical study comparing one of the general programs’ topics.

Master’s Degree in Commercial Law

A. Department’s Compulsory Requirements – Course Descriptions

(607116) Commercial Companies in Depth:

The study syllabus of this subject contains a “general” program and a “special” one. The general program contains a study of commercial companies according to companies law and their types including foreign companies, recipient companies and common investment companies in terms its foundation, management and integration, bankruptcy its judgments, its rules, the way bankruptcy property is managed, bankruptcy board and finally the protective compromise against bankruptcy, but, the special program contains a detailed and analytical study, as a comparison to one of the general; program topics such as company contract, solidarity company, personal company, limited company and the stock companies.

(607229) Commercial Papers and Banking Operations in Depth:

The study syllabus of this subject contains a “general” program and a “special” one. The general program contains a study of commercial papers in terms of its definition and unifying banking law, its specifications, types (promissory notes, cheques, order notes) and also studying electronic promissory notes, smart card second, the special program, it deals with commercial banks operations this study is detailed and analytical for one of the special program topics due to the importance of banks in the economic life and its commercial operations such as deposits, banking accounts, current accounts, a guarantee letter, a documentary authorization and this is according to the decision of international commercial chamber(ICC) in Paris in its publications number (500 for the year 1993- 600 for the year 2006).

(607119) International Commercial Arbitration in Depth:

The study syllabus of this subject contains a “general” program and a “special” one. The general program deals with the arbitration system in terms of its definition, knowing its types and the practical procedures which should be followed to stop conflicts through arbitration, introducing the international commercial arbitration and the international conventions related to international arbitration such as Uncitral law, International commercial chamber (ICC) in Paris, American Arbitration Association (AAA), G.C.C commercial Arbitration and other specialization centers in the International arbitration. it deals also with the basics of the arbitration contract, arbitrators conditions and the arbitration procedures. Where as the special program contains a detailed and analytical study of legal rules which must be followed to treat the present conflict and the instruments to execute the national and foreign arbitration judgment. In addition to dealing some arbitration types, especially in the field of engineering conflicts (Establishing Contracts, Contracting contracts) and International Administrative Contracts (Franchises Contracts) (BOT).
(607215) Investment and Financing Notes Laws in Depth:

The study syllabus of this subject contains a “general” program and a “special” one. The general program deals with foreign investments and the country hosting the investment, the multinational company’s specifications, samples of investment companies’ contracts, types of foreign investments. Direct (co-owned with a local citizen- totally owned by a foreigner) or it is indirect (in the manufacturing and producing field) the parts which provided the investment, conditions and procedures of investment projects. What are the privileges given to the investment projects, mainly under the convention of free trade (International trade and absence of taxation, fees) ways to stop the conflicts caused by foreign investments- introducing the World Bank agreement related to new buildings so that investment conflicts between countries and the citizens of other countries 1965 can be stopped? Where as the special program deals with a detailed and analytical study of one topic which is longs t the general program such as direct anole indirect foreign investment in addition to the ways to make compromises for the investment conflicts or finance notes market (stock market), the way the rights of shares holders are protected.

(607113) E-Commerce Law in Depth:

The study syllabus of this subject contains a “general” program and a “special” one. The general program contains an introduction of E-commerce and Electronic contract and the way electronic contracts are made and how these contracts are protected in addition to the electronic registrations and how they can prove their evidence. It also deals with laws and the relation ship with E-commerce such as the sample of Uncitral law which concerns E-commerce, the unified Uncitral laws concerning Electronic signatures. But, the special program deals with a detailed and analytical study of electronic operations law in Bahrain in the year of 2002.

(607217) Financing Law, Tradition and Islamic Banks in Depth:

The study syllabus of this subject contains a “general” program and a “special” one. The general syllabus contains a study of defining banks and their laws, how they are founded, loans, current accounts, documentary deposits, guarantee letters, banking establishment allowed to deal with foreign currencies, whether it is a present or delayed operation, It also gives a general idea about Islamic banks and its financing sources, which banking operations are done such as loans, credits, contribution in founding companies, participation in financing sale of benefits, its role in gather sing savings, investment of economic development. The special program deals with a detailed and analytical study of a topic which are longs t to the general program such as the house of finance notes in Bahrain, shares Such as taking part in financing, sale of benefits, showing some experiences which belongs to Islamic banks, or Bahrain Islamic bank, AL Karaka Islamic bank, Kuwait financing house, branches of Egyptian bank of Islamic operations.

(607218) International Commercial Contracts:

The syllabus of this subject contains a “general” program and a “special” one. The general program studies the commercial contract Judgments in terms of general Judgments and types (brokerage, agency by commission, commercial representation, commercial mortgage contract, transfer contract) The special program contains a detailed and an analytical study, as a comparison with one of the general program topics such as international commercial contracts, namely through explaining what is meant by international commercial contracts and the criteria to specify the contract internationalism.
(607000) Basics of Scientific Research:

(a) Supervising and advising students on how to put a plan for research and how to go back to scientific references, Arabic and foreign, and how to get benefits from the internet, for instance, then how to analyses and prepare the results.
(b) Under the supervision of the subject’s teacher, the subject is chosen and the research topic is chosen from the list of topic which is suggested by a high studies committee in the college.
(c) The research evaluation is through an open discussion in front of students. The deserved grade is put by the subject’s teacher at the end of each term.

B. Department's Elective Requirements

(607220) Estates Legislation in Depth:

The study syllabus of this subject contains a “general” program and a “special” one. The general program contain an introduction of estate ownership law in terms of ownership right and the estates which can be owned by both local citizens and foreigners owning building units still under construction special guarantees given to the residential units purchaser, defining estate financing accord and its specifications, partners involved in the financing estate contract, ways to protect the investor and the decided guarantees to protect the financial sponsor in order to return back the financing value.

(607221) Industrial and Commercial Property:

The syllabus of this subject contains a “general” program and a “special” one. The general program contains a study for the protection which should be provided for merchants namely in terms of defining commercial secrets and the types of secrets which must be protected, the way they are protected and the punishment for those who offend them. But, the special program is a detailed and analytical study for one of the topics which are long to the general program such as commercial secrets law, inventions innocence’s and industrial samples in Bahrain.

(607219) Tourism Laws in Depth:

The study syllabus contains a “general” program and a “special” one. The general program contains a definition of hostel establishments and tourism, in term a of the staff working there and organizing the relationship between the staff and the establishment owners, fixing prices, classifying establishments, ways they are protected, conditions and procedures before giving permission to hotels, tourism companies so that they can be allowed to start their activities for both local citizen and foreigners and how these establishment are managed, the type of tourism activity which is expected to be done by the company asking for permission, the minimum of transport means, manufacture date and its specification. But, the special program deals with a detailed and analytical of a topic which is longs to the general program such as Tourism companies and hostel establishment working in Bahrain.

(607222) Legal Competition Law in Depth:

The syllabus of this subject contains a “general” program and a “special” one. The general program is a study of the decided protection for merchants against legal and illegal commercial competition this is done through clarifying the meaning of competition and when it is considered illegal, plus the legal protection
decided for this purpose and practice of this competition (invention innocence’s,…) but, the special program is a detailed and analytical study for one of the topics which belong to the general program such commercial competition law.

(607118) Maritime Law in Depth:

The syllabus of this subject contains a “general” program and a “special” one. The general law contains the legal law of the ship and all other related points such as privileges, mortgages, marine confiscation, and studying navigation pertain, accidents, and marine insurance. The special program contains a detailed and analytical study, a comparison, with a topic which concerns the general program such as marine navigation crew, marine accident, free on board (F.O.B), cost insurance freight (C.I.F) contracts, maritime mortgage contract and multiple ways of transferring.

(607224) Aviation Law:

The syllabus of this subject contains a “general” program and a “special” one. The general program deals with the legal system of the plane in terms of its definition, the staff of our navigation, (air crew - downstairs) air transport for people, merchandise accordingly with Chicago convention 1944, the responsibility of air transporter for death, damages, delaying the transportation of people and goods according to war so and Montréal convention. But, the special program has a detailed and analytical study for a topic of the general program once such as responsibility of our transporter in civil aviation law of Bahrain and Montréal convention 1999.

(607212) Economic and Electronic Crimes in Depth:

The syllabus of this subject has two programs. A “general” program and a “special” one. The general program is a study of economic crimes such as money laundering, loan notes forgone, damaging national economy. The special program chooses one of the general programs’ topics to make a comparison such as money laundering, it also studying electronic crimes, kinds, natural legal and types of these crimes which related with economic crimes.

(607226) Insurance Law in Depth:

The syllabus of this subject contains a “general” program and a “special” one. The general program deals with defining insurance and its legal specification plus types of insurance. Showing the difference between insurance on people and insurance on damage, whether it is insurance on goods, responsibility for damaging other as well as partners of insurance contract and the obligations of both parts, the type of danger insured against. Where as the special program is a sort of a detailed and analytical study for one of the topics which belong to the general program such as marine insurance and air insurance with a practical show for some world companies in the field of marine and air insurance.

(607227) Conflict of Commercial Law in Depth:

The syllabus of this subject contains a “general” program and a “special” program. The general program is about a study which concerns international commerce contract and the problem of laws conflict, the question of the internationalism of the contract, disconnecting commerce contracts from internal laws. But, the special
program is dealing with a detailed and analytical study for one topic belongs the general programs ones such as the law which must be practiced on the international commercial law, and to what extent those who signed the contract are free in choosing the law to be followed to sign the international commercial contract.

(607228) Special Subjects in Commercial Law:

The syllabus of this subject contains a updating specialization for one of commercial law subjects.

C. Preparatory Courses (12 credit hours)

(601111) Introductions to Law:

This subject is considered to be a general and obligatory introduction that studies the science of law .The first section deals with the general theory of law, namely defining law, its gradual development, specifications, basics, sections, resources, interpretation and its practice .The second section deals with the general theory of the right in terms of defining the right, its people, locations, usage and the protection decided for it.

(601112) Sources of Obligation:

It is about what is called in the Bahraini civil law “Resources of personal rights” in a general introduction, this subject deals with defining cavil law and its different topics in addition to the basics of its general directions. After that, it studies the resources of commitment and willingness. So, it deals with the study connected to the contract and its definition, its details, conditions, effects, interpretation, its truthfulness, disappearance, and then it studies the individual willingness as a general resource for commitment, the promise for a reward as the most remarkable practice for the theory of individual willingness. After that, it studies the non volunteer resources which are: harmful deeds (illegal actions), namely the responsibility of the individual for his owns actions and others actions too, studying efficient deeds. (Wealth without reason) as a general basis, studying preferences and paying what is not required which is considered as a practice for the theory of being wealthy without reason. And finally, studying law as a direct resource for commitment.

(601121) Principles of Commercial Law:

The objective of this subject is to study:
1. The general principles in commercial law and to what extent it is influenced by globalization in addition to its importance for other specialties such accounting, business management and others.
2. The theory of commercial process and the practical results due to its practice in reality.
3. Commercial contracts concerning road transport, commercial mediation (brokerage, commercial representation, commission).
4. The merchant: conditions and professional commitments.
5. Commercial shop

(601341) Law of Civil Procedures:
This subject defines the law of the origins related to civil procedures, its development, resources and its relation with other laws. Studying the judiciary system in terms of forming courts and the degrees of judges, bases of specialty, studying the complaint theory, procedures of the dispute, then studying the Judiciary judgment and how to object (veto).